Distributor of the World’s finest Ceiling Fans

www.prestigefans.com.au
Since 1992 Atlas Fan Company has combined ventilation solutions with contemporary design. The result is a range of oscillating and rotational fans that circulate heat and air-conditioning more efficiently than traditional paddle fans, and reinterprete the way we look at air movement.
Increasing angles of fan heads to support poles increases speed of axial rotation. The optimum fan head position is 60 degrees.

Metal Blades: 940mm
Wood Blades: 990mm

Total Height: approx 570mm (max)

Timber Blades
Airflow 4,350 cfm
Electricity Use 100-watt
Airflow Efficiency 43.5 cfm/watt

Metal Blades
Airflow 3,948 cfm
Electricity Use 100-watt
Airflow Efficiency 39.5 cfm/watt
DIANE

The Diane oscillating directional ceiling fan provides maximum, multi-directional airflow. The Diane can be hung in small, awkward spaces or in front of HVAC ducts to make more efficient the heating, ventilation or air conditioning of any room. Constructed of cast aluminium and heavy stamped steel, the Diane carries a limited lifetime warranty.

- The Diane is available in the following metal finishes:
  > Textured Bronze
  > Brushed Nickel
- The Diane is available with the following blade options:
  > hand-balanced solid wood blades without blade guards
  > hand-balanced metal blades with decorative metal blade guards
  > hand-balanced metal blades with metal safety cages for low ceilings
- Not suitable for coastal locations.

The Diane is supplied with:
- RF remote control with wall cradle
- Angled ceiling canopy for ceilings up to 29 degrees
- 10\(^\circ\)/25cm downrod (Max 10cm can be cut if required)

Optional Accessories:
- 3 Speed wall control
- 30\(^\circ\)/76cm or 72\(^\circ\)/183cm extension downrods

---

**Metal Blades**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airflow</th>
<th>Electricity Use</th>
<th>Airflow Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,423 cm³</td>
<td>70-watt</td>
<td>20.33 cm³/watt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Timber Blades**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airflow</th>
<th>Electricity Use</th>
<th>Airflow Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1,609 cm³</td>
<td>70-watt</td>
<td>22.98 cm³/watt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DONAIRE

With teardrop housing, the Donaire 316 marine grade stainless steel, wet location ceiling fan is traditional in design. Donaire was designed in 2015 and is finished in brushed bronze or brushed stainless and is equipped with an 18W LED, dimmable light kit with optional metal cover.

• 52" diameter with three ABS blades
• Energy efficient three speed, reversible AC motor
• Limited Lifetime Warranty
• Standard equipment:
  • One downrod of 10"
  • Vaulted ceiling mount canopy for up to 30 degrees
  • Reverse on 3-speed hand-held, wall mountable remote control
  • Integrated 18W LED light is replaceable and dimmable 3000K. CRI: 81.5. Hours: 36,000 Lumens: 510.8

• The Donaire is compatible with flat or vaulted ceilings and can be mounted with any one of the following downrod lengths: 30”/76cm, 48”/122cm and 72”/183cm.
IRENE-3

Cutting a figure like no other, Irene-3 is rustic, yet strikingly modern with three neatly joined propeller-shaped, solid walnut-stained wooden blades. A spherical motor housing complements its minimal profile. Irene-3 is streamline while still appearing warm and natural.

- Available in three sizes: 42”/107cm, 52”/132cm and 60”/152cm diameter with three solid wood, walnut-stained machine-cut blades
- Energy efficient, ultra-quiet, six-speed, reversible 30.7W DC motor with new, reliable technology
- Constructed of cast aluminium and heavy stamped steel
- Limited Lifetime Warranty
- Standard equipment:
  - One 10”/25cm downrod. (30”/76cm, 48”/122cm & 72”/183cm) downrods also available
  - Vaulted ceiling mount canopy for up to 30 degrees
  - Reverse on six speed, hand-held and wall-mountable remote control
- Not suitable for coastal locations.
IRENE-3H
Cutting a figure like no other, the Irene-3H rodless-style fan, is rustic, yet strikingly modern with three neatly joined, solid walnut-stained wooden blades. A cylindrical motor housing complements its minimal profile. Irene-3H is streamline while still appearing warm and natural.

• Three solid wood, walnut-stained machine-cut blades in 42”/107cm, 52”/132cm or 60”/152cm diameters
• Energy efficient, ultra-quiet, six-speed and reversible DC motor with new, reliable technology
• Reverse on hand-held, wall mountable six-speed remote control
• Constructed of cast aluminum and heavy stamped steel
• Limited Lifetime Warranty
• Not suitable for coastal locations.

Shown in Textured Bronze

Shown in Brushed Nickel

- Three solid wood, walnut-stained machine-cut blades in 42”/107cm, 52”/132cm or 60”/152cm diameters
- Energy efficient, ultra-quiet, six-speed and reversible DC motor with new, reliable technology
- Reverse on hand-held, wall mountable six-speed remote control
- Constructed of cast aluminum and heavy stamped steel
- Limited Lifetime Warranty
- Not suitable for coastal locations.
IRENE-5

Cutting a figure like no other, Irene-5, designed in 2012, is rustic, yet strikingly modern. Irene-5 is inspired by the golden age of aviation with five neatly joined propeller-shaped, solid walnut-stained wooden blades. A spherical motor housing complements its minimal profile. Irene-5 is streamline while still appearing warm and natural.

• Available in three sizes: 42”/107cm, 52”/132cm and 60”/152cm diameter with five solid wood, walnut-stained machine-cut blades
• Energy efficient, ultra-quiet, six-speed, reversible 30.7W DC motor with new, reliable technology
• Constructed of cast aluminium and heavy stamped steel
• Not suitable for coastal locations.
• Limited Lifetime Warranty
• Standard equipment:
  • One 10”/25cm downrod. (30”/76cm, 48”/122cm & 72”/183cm downrods also available)
  • Vaulted ceiling mount canopy for up to 30 degrees
  • Reverse on six speed, hand-held and wall-mountable remote control
IRENE-5H

Cutting a figure like no other, Irene–5H rodless-style fan, is rustic, yet strikingly modern with five neatly joined, solid walnut-stained wooden blades. A cylindrical motor housing complements its minimal profile. Irene–5H is streamline while still appearing warm and natural.

- Five solid wood, walnut-toned machine-cut blades in 42"/107cm, 52"/132cm or 60"/152cm diameter
- Energy efficient, ultra-quiet, six-speed and reversible DC motor with new, reliable technology
- Reverse on hand-held, wall mountable remote control
- Constructed of cast aluminum and heavy stamped steel
- Limited Lifetime Warranty
- Not suitable for coastal locations.

Shown in Textured Bronze

Shown in Brushed Nickel

Airflow
42" 4,692 cfm
52" 5,652 cfm
60" 6,090 cfm
KAYE

The beautiful Kaye forward and reverse oscillating, 3-speed versatile-mount, wall or ceiling fan, reminiscent of train cabin ventilators of yester-year, will cool down your favourite space with poise and determination. Kaye’s profile is low, however its strength and character define it. Kaye can be mounted in small or awkward spaces or in front of HVAC ducts to make more efficient the heating, ventilation or air conditioning of your favourite space.

- Available in the following finishes: brushed nickel or textured bronze
- Constructed of cast aluminium and heavy stamped steel
- Limited Lifetime Warranty
- Equipped with hand-balanced metal blades and metal safety cages
- 3-speed wall control included
- A three-wire system is needed to operate the oscillation mechanism independent of the fan blades
- Not suitable for coastal locations.

Optional Accessories:
- RF remote control with wall cradle. *(NB: Receiver must be located inside wall behind mounting plate, and as such, will not be suitable for many installations)*
**MELODY**

The Melody oscillating, 3-speed wall mounted fan provides maximum multi-directional airflow. It can be mounted in small, awkward spaces or in front of HVAC ducts to make more efficient the heating, ventilation or air conditioning of any room. Constructed of cast aluminium and heavy stamped steel, the Melody carries a limited lifetime warranty.

- The Melody is available in the following metal finishes:
  > Textured Bronze
  > Brushed Nickel

- The Melody is available with the following blades:
  > hand-balanced metal blades with metal safety cages.

The Melody is supplied with:
- Wall control with 3 speed mechanism and oscillation switch
- Sturdy wall mounting plate
- Not suitable for coastal locations

Optional Accessories:
- RF remote control with wall cradle. (**NB:** Receiver must be located inside wall behind mounting plate, and as such, will not be suitable for many installations).

---

**PRESTIGE FANS**

---

**ATLAS FAN COMPANY**

---

**ATLAS CEILING FANS**

---

Airflow: 1,328 cfm
ACCESSORIES

Designed specifically for each Atlas fan, these specialised wall and remote controllers ensure your Atlas fan performs at the highest level.

REMOTE CONTROLS

**AQ-REMOTE**
- Acqua remote control:
- Four fan buttons: HI, MED, LOW & OFF
- Light on/off and dimming control
- Cradle for wall mounting
- Red Indicator light
- Specifically designed to suit Acqua’s unique capacitance values.

**DI-ME-REMOTE**
- Diane, Kaye and Melody remote control:
- Four fan buttons: HI, MED, LOW & OFF
- Oscillation on/off control
- Cradle for wall mounting
- Specifically designed to suit Diane, Kaye and Melody’s unique capacitance values.

WALL CONTROLS

**AQ-WALL**
- Acqua wall control:
- 3 Speed fan control mechanism
- Light switch
- Specifically designed to suit Acqua’s unique capacitance values.

**DI-ME-WALL**
- Diane, Kaye and Melody wall control:
- 3 Speed fan control mechanism
- Oscillation switch
- Specifically designed to suit Diane, Kaye and Melody’s unique capacitance values.
ACCESSORIES

Unique fans utilise unique accessories, and it’s not different with these extension downrods designed specifically for Atlas ceiling fans. 3/4” Steel construction with a threaded end ensuring a solid connection with the fan motor, these rods are perfectly colour matched to the Atlas range of ceiling fans.

EXTENSION DOWNRODS:
AT-30DR-BN: Atlas Downrod - 30”/76cm - Brushed Nickel
AT-30DR-TB: Atlas Downrod - 30”/76cm - Textured Bronze
AT-48DR-BN: Atlas Downrod - 48”/122cm - Brushed Nickel
AT-48DR-TB: Atlas Downrod - 48”/122cm - Textured Bronze
AT-72DR-BN: Atlas Downrod - 72”/183cm - Brushed Nickel
AT-72DR-TB: Atlas Downrod - 72”/183cm - Textured Bronze

FAN HEAD - SOLID TIMBER:
Three solid timber blades, with colour matching blade irons, and attaching socket.
AT-FH-W-BN: Brushed Nickel
AT-FH-W-TB: Textured Bronze

FAN HEAD - METAL BLADES WITH SAFETY CAGE:
Three metal blades, with colour matching attaching socket and safety cage.
AT-FH-W-BN: Brushed Nickel
AT-FH-W-TB: Textured Bronze